Constructed of extruded aluminum, Gazebo has been engineered for quick installation with extrusions that allow the structure to be built in less than four hours by two people. The interior ecoustic wall panels and wood ceiling help absorb sound and reduce noise levels, while the well-proportioned structure provides privacy, perfect for today’s open office environments.

The standard depth of the Gazebo using standard size ceiling tiles is 102", 128", 152". Custom depths are available. The width of the Gazebo is 102" and can increase every 6" with a maximum of 152".

The Gazebo Meeting Pod ceiling has a T-bar grid. Standard size ceiling tiles (24" or 48") can be used with the standard Gazebo depth of 102", 128", and 152". If a custom depth is required custom ceiling tiles will be required. The wall panels are available as Veneer, Plastic Laminate, tackable fabric, ecoustic panels, ¼" thick acrylic or 3 form panels.

The extruded Aluminum frame is available Clear anodized and in powder coat finish.
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Gazebo Meeting Pod creates a finely crafted indoor oasis with an emphasis on comfort and productivity, suitable for a variety of applications within office environments. The innovative structure provides a relaxed and technology-enabled setting for casual or more formal meetings, and improves indoor air quality with the incorporation of biophilic elements.